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The Middle Jurassic Dhruma Formation as a part of the Jurassic succession in Saudi 
Arabia is one good example of an ancient carbonate ramp to be studied. Dhruma outcrops 
are well-exposed about 60 kilometers west of Riyadh, in Central Saudi Arabia. The 
Dhruma Formation is comprised of three distinctive members (Lower, Middle, and Upper 
Dhruma) and seven distinct informal units (D1—D7 Units). Based on ammonite, 
gastropod, and brachiopod faunas, the Dhruma Formation was assigned an Early 
Bajocian to Middle Callovian age. The Dhruma Formation is mainly composed of a thick 
carbonate sequence with a thin bedded clastic sequence in the basal part. These units are 
developed on a homocline carbonate ramp system. 
Integrated field and laboratory investigations (e.g., sedimentological and petrographic 
analyses, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy and porosity-permeability 
analyses) were carried out on outcrop section (D2 to D4 Units) to identify the microfacies 
and interpret the depositional environments of the succession.  
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This study identified eight distinctive microfacies including peloidal skeletal wackestone, 
skeletal peloidal packstone, skeletal oolitic packstone, peloidal grainstone, oolitic 
grainstone, skeletal floatstone, burrowed wackestone and mudstone. These microfacies 
were interpreted to have been deposited in lagoon, shoal complex, and open marine 
environments. The lagoonal setting is represented by peloidal skeletal wackestone and 
skeletal peloidal packstone. Skeletal oolitic packstone, peloidal grainstone, and oolitic 
grainstone were deposited in the shoal complex. Lastly, the open marine setting is 
characterized by skeletal floatstone, burrowed wackestone, and mudstone.  
Porosity and permeability results showed that the highest values and the most likely high-
quality reservoir is the burrowed wackestone in which the dolomite calcitization 
(dedolomitization) process generally occurs. Micritization, dolomitization, and 






 أفياندي ويديا ايسمانتو :  االسم الكامل
دراسة السحنات الدقيقة للصخور الجيرية لمتكون ضرما بوسط المملكة العربية  :  عنوان الرسالة
 السعودية
 جيولوجيا :  التخصص
 2018مايو  : تاريخ الدرجة العلمية
. وتظهر مكاشف هذا في الجزيرة العربية متكون ضرما ذو العمر الجوراسي األوسط نموذجا جيدا لرصيف جيري قديميعد 
كم غرب الرياض في وسط الممكلة العربية السعودية. ويشمل المتكون ضرما ثالثة أعضاء  60بشكل جيد على بعد المتكون 
غالب متكون ضرما من صخور جيرية سميكة مع وجود ويتكون  .(D1—D7)سفلي، أوسط، وعلوي( أو سبعة وحدات )
طبقات رقيقة من صخور فتتاتية في الجزء السفلي. تهدف هذه الدراسة لتفسير البيئات الترسيبية لمتكون ضرما وبخاصة 
 ( عن طريق دراسة الميدانية والمعملية للسحنات الدقيقة.D3—D4الوحدتين )
الحجر الجيري الواكي المحتوي على الحبيبات ن سحنات دقيقة في تلكا الوحدتين وهم: بناء على الدراسة المجهرية تم تمييز ثما
، الحجر الجيري المعبأ المحتوي على الحبيبات الحيوية والكريات الجيرية، الحجر الجيري المعبأ الحيوية والكريات الجيرية
ة، الحجر الجيري الحبيبي عقديوكريات جيرية، الحجر الجيري الحبيبي المحتوي على كريات  ةسرئي اتجسيمالمحتوي على 
المحتوي على حبيبات حيوية، الحجر الجيري الواكي المنقب، والحجر الجيري الوحل. توحي  الطوفالجيري حجر السرئي، ال
تقسيم السحنات الدقيقة إلى ثالثة أقسام. قسم يمثل بيئة إلى بيئة بحرية مفتوحة. ويمكن  بحيرة ساحليةتلك السحنات الدقيقة ببيئة 
، الحجر الحجر الجيري الواكي المحتوي على الحبيبات الحيوية والكريات الجيريةالبحيرة الساحلية ويحتوي على السحنات: 
( ويحتوي على )قليلة العمق ضاحضحالجيري المعبأ المحتوي على الحبيبات الحيوية والكريات الجيرية. قسم يمثل بيئة 
ة وكريات جيرية، الحجر الجيري الحبيبي المحتوي على كريات سرئي اتجسيمالحجر الجيري المعبأ المحتوي على السحنات: 
المحتوي  الطوفالجيري حجر . وقسم يمثل بيئة بحرية مفتوحة ويحتوي على السحنات: الة، الحجر الجيري الحبيبي السرئيعقدي
 لجيري الواكي المنقب، والحجر الجيري الوحل.على حبيبات حيوية، الحجر ا
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وبناء على دراسة المسامية والنفاذية للوحدتين يتضح أن السحنة األكثر مسامية هي الحجر الجيري الواكي المنقبة والتي ينتشر 
يرت. ويتضح أيضا أن عمليات المتهإزالة الدلبها عمليات  المسامية والنفاذية لسحنات  قد أدت إلى تقليل قيم متةالدل، ْسُمنتالت  ، جُّ







In the past few decades, carbonate rocks have been studied in both surface and subsurface 
to recognize their heterogeneity and complexity. Hydrocarbon resources in carbonate 
reservoirs hold more than 30% of the world’s proven reserves (Figure 1.1; Ehrenberg and 
Nadeau, 2005; Schlumberger, 2009). Thus, around 60% of the world’s oil reserves, 70% 
of which are hosted in carbonate reservoirs, are in the Middle East region. The Middle 
East also holds 40% of the world’s gas reserves and 90% of these lie in carbonate rocks 
(Schlumberger, 2009). 
Due to its economic importance, the Jurassic carbonate succession of Saudi Arabia 
named the Shaqra Group, is well-known as one of the most significant carbonate 
reservoirs around the world (Schlumberger, 2009; Cantrell et al., 2014). Jurassic 
reservoirs of Saudi Arabia and neighboring countries (i.e., Qatar, Bahrain, and offshore 
UEA) have prolific hydrocarbon resources (Alsharhan and Magara, 1994). The Jurassic 
succession in Saudi Arabia is named the Shaqra Group, and is comprised of seven 
carbonates and evaporite formations namely, the Marat, Dhruma, Tuwaiq Mountain, 
Hanifa, Jubaila, Arab and Hith Evaporite Formations (Figure 1.2; Powers et al., 1966; Al-
Husseini, 1997; Sharland et al., 2001). The rocks of this succession represent an excellent 
model of an ancient carbonate ramp to be studied (Beydoun, 1986; Sharland et al., 2001). 
In particular, Arab C and D reservoirs in the Arab Formation host the highest oil reserves 
in the world in the Ghawar field (Cantrell et al., 2014) and the Middle Jurassic Tuwaiq 
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Mountain and Hanifa Formations act as the main carbonate source rocks for the Jurassic 
Petroleum System (Murris, 1980; Cantrell et al., 2014). 
The examination of carbonate rock using microfacies analysis is widely used as a basic 
approach to characterize carbonate rocks. The carbonate Dhruma Formation, spanning 
the Bajocian to Bathonian ages (170—166.1 m.y.), represents the lower part of the Shaqra 
Group (Arkell et al., 1952; Powers et al., 1966; Hughes, 2004). Steineke (1939) 
introduced the name ”Dhruma” in its type locality at Khashm adh Dhibi in which a-375 
meters thick carbonate sequence crops out forming a cliff. The thickness of the Dhruma 
Formation in its stratotype situated southwards in Wadi Birk is about 264 meters thick 
and it almost pinches out near Khashm ar Zifr (Powers et al., 1966). The formation is 
predominantly carbonate in its stratotype, becoming siliciclastic near Khashm Al-Khalta 
and Al-Haddar (Powers et al., 1966). However, somewhere near the central part of Rub’ 
Al-Khali Basin, clean carbonate is recorded in subsurface wells while in the northeastern 
part of Saudi Arabia the formation is composed mainly of dark-colored mudstone and 
argillaceous shelf limestone with varying amounts of sand-sized limestone and shale 
interbeds (Powers et al., 1966). The thickness of Dhruma Formation reduces towards the 
southeastern part of the Rub’ Al Khali Basin where it attains a thickness of 40—80 
meters, thins to 20 meters at the Qatar Arch. The formation thickens towards the 
northeast reaching about 300-m of thickness as a basinal mudstones facies in Kuwait and 
Iraq (Alsharhan and Magara, 1994; Stewart, 2017).  
Geological studies of carbonate rocks have been intensively developed since the early 
1950’s when carbonate rocks in many countries around the world were discovered as oil 
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and gas reservoirs (Flugel, 2010). The examination of carbonate rock using microfacies 
analysis is widely used as a basic approach to characterize carbonate rocks. Carbonate 
microfacies analyses provide a micro-scale detailed analysis and interpretation of rocks 
using the microscope and various geochemical analyses. The term microfacies was first 
coined by Brown (1943) and Cuvillier (1952) as a study of petrographic and 
paleontological characteristics of a rock in thin sections. Flugel (2010) stated that 
microfacies is all sedimentological and paleontological studies by using thin sections, 
slabs or rock samples to classify and describe carbonate facies. In addition to that, Flugel 
(2010) explained that microfacies analysis could establish an interpretation and 
classification of carbonate rocks, therefore a model of the depositional environment can 
be constructed. 
1.2 Problem Statement and Objectives 
The Jurassic Shaqra Group of Saudi Arabia has been investigated by many researchers 
(Arkell et al., 1952; Powers et al., 1966; Murris, 1980; Al-Husseini, 1997; Ziegler, 2001; 
Hughes, 2004; Enay et al., 2009; Cantrell et al., 2014). A number of investigations have 
been conducted on the microfacies of the Jurassic formations of Saudi Arabia in both 
surface and subsurface wells (Okla, 1986, 1987; Hughes, 2004; Al-Dhubaib, 2010; Al-
Mojel, 2010; Malik, 2016; Al Ibrahim et al., 2017). However, there is still a gap in the 
microfacies analysis concerning all members of the Dhruma Formation in the study area 
(Darma’ Quadrangle) that will lead to a critical thinking of how microfacies analysis can 
help achieve a better understand the paleoenvironments and develop a depositional model 
of the Dhruma Formation. 
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Even though all the Jurassic formations form a significant petroleum system in Saudi 
Arabia, the lower and middle parts of the Dhruma Formation in which the Faridah and 
Sharar reservoirs are equivalent to those of the D4 Unit on the surface, still has the 
potential to be investigated (Alsharhan and Kendall, 1986; Hughes, 2004). This research 
focused solely on the Middle Dhruma Formation consisting of the D2 (Dhibi Limestone 
Member), D3 (Jufayr Member) and the D4 (Uwaynid Member) Units. The detailed 
sedimentological study and petrographic analysis of carbonate rocks is used to decipher 
and understand the paleoenvironment of the studied members in the study area. 
The main objectives of this research are as follows : 
1. Construct a detailed analysis of the sedimentology in the study area through 
sedimentary observations including sedimentary structure and texture, and other 
key features during the fieldwork. 
2. Identify the microfacies of the D2–D4 Units of the Dhruma Formation and decipher 
their depositional environment. 
3. Integrate microfacies analysis and depositional environment with the petrophysical 
properties (porosity and permeability) to determine the reservoir potentials of the 
identified microfacies. 
1.3 Study Area 
The study area, situated between 24°12'02.4"N, 46°13'54.1"E and 24°12'04.2"N, 
46°14'35.5"E is about 60 kilometers westward of Riyadh, Central Saudi Arabia (Figure 
1.3). The examined outcrops are easily accessed from the Riyadh-Makkah highway to the 
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south. The study area is located in a small village, Harafat Nisah. The exposures of the 
studied members (the D2—D4 Units of the Dhruma Formation) are adjacent to the Saudi 
White Cement Factory extending almost north-south direction. Figure 1.4 shows the 
geological map of the study area in the Darma Quadrangle and its stratigraphic 
relationship with the other sedimentary formations in the quadrangle. The sections 
include section 1 and 2 which are in the west of the study area representing the uppermost 
part of D2 Unit (Dhibi Limestone Member), D3 Unit (Jufayr Member), lower part of D4 
Unit (Uwaynid Member) of the Dhruma Formation, respectively (Figure 1.5b), 
furthermore, section 3 consists of the D4 Unit in the eastward side (Figure 1.5a). The first 
section has approximately a thickness of 50 meters. The latter forms a cliff of 25 meters. 
These sections are roughly separated by 7 kilometers distance.  
1.4 Thesis Structure 
The research presents the result of a study of microfacies analysis of the Bajocian-
Bathonian Dhruma Formation’s outcrops in Central Saudi Arabia using an integration of 
field and lab techniques. The thesis consists of six chapters. The first chapter introduces 
the research, discusses the problem statement the listing of the research objectives and 
concluded with a brief description of the study locality. Chapter 2 discusses the 
geological overview of the study area with respect to the paleotectonics and 
paleoenvironments of the Jurassic of the Arabian Plate with emphasis on Saudi Arabia. In 
addition, previous work related to bio- and litho-stratigraphy and microfacies of the 
Dhruma Formation is explained. The interpreted depositional model from this study is 
then compared with the carbonate depositional model developed by Wilson and Flugel. 
The third chapter presents the research methodologies including field description, 
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microfacies and biofacies analyses and interpreted depositional environment of all 
microfacies that are presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 discusses the integration of 
microfacies and biofacies analyses to achieve the main research objectives including 
modeling the depositional environments of the identified microfacies. Additionally, 
petrophysical properties of Dhruma Formation in the study area are discussed. Finally, 
the last chapter concludes the main findings of the work and is followed by 




Figure 1.1. World distribution of carbonate reservoirs offer the most significant challenges and 




Figure 1.2. Litho- and bio-stratigraphy of the Jurassic Shaqra Group of Saudi Arabia established 
by the presence of ammonite faunas (modified after Enay et al., 2009). The red rectangle 




Figure 1.3. The studied outcrops are located in the southwest of Riyadh. The studied sections are 
easily accessible from Mekkah-Riyadh highway and are close to the Saudi White Cement Factory 




Figure 1.4. Geological map of the location area (modified after Manivit et al., 1985). The Dhruma 
Formation is represented by light brown color and is bounded unconformably by the Upper 
Jurassic siliciclastic Marrat Formation (orange color) to the west, conformably overlain by the 





































































































































































































Basement-controlled structures have been affecting the upper sedimentary successions 
since the Paleozoic (Konert et al., 2001). Therefore, the tectonic regime of the Arabian 
Plate can be represented as three major directions including the dominant N-S to NNE-
SSW structural trend (Arabian Trend), the NE-NNE trend left-lateral strike-slip fault, the 
NW-SE trend as a response to the Indian Plate movement and the NE-SW trend due to 
the collision of Arabian-Eurasia Plates and opening of Red Sea (Edgell, 1992; Ziegler, 
2001; Stewart, 2017). These directions represent in the present-day motion of the Arabian 
Plate (Konert et al., 2001; Ziegler, 2001). Thus, most of the Mesozoic carbonate and 
siliciclastic megasequences throughout the Gulf region were deposited on the basement 
complex and they host major reservoirs (Alsharhan and Nairn, 1997; Ziegler, 2001; 
Cantrell et al., 2014; Stewart, 2017). 
The Jurassic sequence of Saudi Arabia is well-defined in both surface and subsurface, 
however, relatively few studies have been conducted on the Lower to Middle Dhruma, 
hence, it is the focus of this research.  
2.2 Jurassic Tectonic Evolution of the Arabian Plate 
Arabian Plate was located at 5° N to 25° S during the Triassic and drifted northward to 
the equator due to the Mediterranean rifting during the Early Jurassic (Ziegler, 2001). 
Moreover, the Arabian Plate maintained its location around the equator until the present-
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day. During the Early Permian to Early Jurassic, an epeiric carbonate platform covered a 
wide area of the Arabian Plate with the major source of terrigenous clastics from the 
present day Arabian Shield (Murris, 1980). According to Sharland et al. (2001), the 
tectonostratigraphic framework of the Arabian Plate is subdivided into eleven tectonic 
megasequences (AP1—AP11) based on a similar structural setting and accommodation 
spaces which represent major unconformities as defined by Hubbard (1988). The Jurassic 
period of the Arabian Plate is categorized as the seventh tectonic megasequence (AP7). 
The AP7 lasted for 33 m.y. and occurred when the Arabian Plate was under extension 
regime and passive margin during the formation of the Neo-Tethys Ocean. During the 
Middle Jurassic, the carbonate platform of Arabian Plate was relatively different than the 
Early Jurassic development of intra-shelf basins which were separated by paleo-highs, 
namely the Rimthan Arch and Qatar Arch as depicted in Figure 2.1 (Murris, 1980; 
Ziegler, 2001). The carbonate shelf covered a wide and broad area from the Arabian 
Shield in the west to the Zagros Fold Belt in the east at a low angle dip (approximately 




Figure 2.1. The Seventh Arabian Plate (AP7) megasequence lasted during Early to Late Jurassic 
(182—149 m.y.) (modified after Sharland et al., 2001). Intra-shelf basins were greatly impacted 
by numerous faults and lineaments such as Dibba fault, Wadi al-Batin lineament trending 
generally NE-SW because of the early stage of the subduction and the closing of the Neo-Tethys 
Ocean 
The tropical setting (~30°N—15°S) during the Jurassic was ideal for sedimentation and 
the growth of carbonate throughout the margin of the Arabian Plate.  Although the 
variations in relative sea-level and terrigenous influx from the present-day Arabian Shield 
were low in the Jurassic, most areas in the north and south of the plate had been 





Figure 2.2. Paleoenvironment of the Arabian Plate showing a changing of lithology from marine 
deposits (carbonate origin) in central Saudi Arabia to deltaic system in southwest Saudi Arabia 
based on the examination of the biostratigraphic data including brachiopods and ammonites 
(Enay et al., 2009). 
2.3 Jurassic Shaqra Group of Saudi Arabia 
The Jurassic stratigraphic succession of Saudi Arabia is categorized as a second order 
cycle while each formation within the Jurassic successions constitutes a third order cycle 
(Al-Husseini, 1997; Sharland et al., 2001). The lower part of the Shaqra Group started 
with the deposition of the Marrat Formation which unconformably overlies the Triassic 
Minjur Formation. The Toarcian Marrat Formation is composed predominantly of 
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interbedded marine sandstone, claystone and carbonate deposits (Manivit et al., 1985). 
The Middle Jurassic Dhruma Formation sits unconformably on the Marrat due to short 
periods of non-deposition (Manivit et al., 1985). It is predominantly comprised of 
limestone with minor claystone in the central part of the outcrop belt in Saudi Arabia, 
while the south and north of the outcrop belt are composed of detrital rocks (Figure 2.3; 
Powers et al., 1966; Manivit et al., 1985; Enay et al., 2009). 
Above the Dhruma Formation lie the unconformable beds of the middle to late Callovian 
age Tuwaiq Mountain Formation. The Tuwaiq Mountain Formation was deposited on a 
shallow marine lagoon with an abundance of stromatoporoids-bearing carbonates 
(Powers et al., 1966). The carbonate sequence of the Upper Jurassic commenced with the 
deposition of the Hanifa Formation which is composed mainly of fine-grained limestone 
in the basal part and stromatoporoid carbonate facies in the upper part (Powers et al., 
1966). This formation is disconformably overlain by the Upper Jurassic Jubaila 
limestone. The lower part of the Jubaila Formation consists of very fine-grained to sand-
sized limestone whereas the upper part composes of silt-sized limestone of subtidal 
environment (Powers et al., 1966). The Arab Formation is in sedimentary continuity and 
overlies the lower Kimmeridgian Jubaila Formation. This formation is composed 
generally of packstone and a very fine-grained limestone intercalated with anhydrite 
layers (Powers et al., 1966). The upper part of the Shaqra Group is the anhydrite of the 
Hith Formation covering most of the Arabian Platform (Ziegler, 2001). 
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2.4 Dhruma Formation of Saudi Arabia: Litho-and Bio-stratigraphy 
Steineke (1939), who is the pioneer of detailed sedimentological study of the Jurassic 
sequence, placed the Dhruma as a member of the Tuwaiq Mountain Formation. 
Bramkamp (1945, in Powers et al, 1966) raised the Dhruma to formation status, and the 
Tuwaiq Mountain Group to be elevated. In 1952, Steineke and Bramkamp measured the 
Dhruma in detail and dropped the Tuwaiq as a formation. Steineke (1958) revisited the 
outcrop and measured both type localities of the Dhruma Formation at Khashm adh Dhibi 
and Khashm al Mazru’i. Further study of the sedimentology of the Dhruma Formation 
was carried out by Powers et al. (1966). The authors subdivided the Dhruma into three 
formations; the Lower, Middle and Upper Dhruma Formations at its type locality. Later, 
Manivit et al. (1985) measured several sections in Darma’ quadrangle and developed the 
geological map of this quadrangle with the explanatory notes on the sedimentological 




Figure 2.3. Generalized geological map of central Saudi Arabia. The Middle Jurassic Dhruma is 
unconformably bounded by Permian-Triassic formations and other younger formations. Note that 
the red square is the location of the study area where the Dhruma Formation crops out at Darma’ 
Quadrangle (modified after Enay et al., 2009). 
Dhruma outcrop at Khashm adh Dhibi is about 383 meters (later revised to 447 meters) 
(Figure 2.4; Powers et al., 1966; Manivit et al., 1985). The base of the formation is placed 
at the contact between the interbedded shale-limestone of the Lower Dhruma and 
carbonate of the Upper Marrat Formation. Meanwhile, the upper limit of the formation 
with the overlying formation is marked by the contact between the Upper Dhruma 
interbedded clay-shale beds and the basal limestone of the Tuwaiq Mountain Formation 
(Steineke et al., 1958). 
The Lower Dhruma Formation is composed of two members, Balum (D1) and Dhibi 
Limestone (D2) (Powers et al., 1966; Manivit et al., 1985; Al-Husseini, 1997). At 
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Khashm adh Dhibi, the Lower Dhruma has a thickness of 127 meters that gradually thins 
to the north of the quadrangle. It is composed mainly of several thin layers of sand-sized 
limestone and fine-grained sandstone in the basal part and gradually changes into 
packstone of the Dhibi limestone (Arkell et al., 1952; Steineke et al., 1958). At Khashm 
adh Dhibi, the thickness of the D2 Unit is around 86 meters but the unit is almost 
invisible to be traced northward (Manivit et al., 1985). The lower part of D2 Unit is 
characterized by green marl and is overlain by a 35-meter of massive and burrowed 
limestone passing to fine-grained bioclastic. Nautiloculina oolithica at the base of the 
limestone, Haurania deserta and Trocholina sp.1 at the top of the D2 Unit have been 
reported in north and central of the Darma’ quadrangle (Manivit et al., 1985). 
The Middle Dhruma Formation is a 170-meters thick unit of carbonate rocks and is 
comprised of three formal units, the Jufayr (D3), Uwaynid (D4), Barrah (D5), and 
Mishraq (D6) Members (Powers et al., 1966; Manivit et al., 1985; Al-Husseini, 1997). 
They are comprised mainly of packstone with several thin layers of marl, shale, and 
oolite (Steineke et al., 1958). The D3 Unit is dominantly made of limestone with 
abundant bivalves and peloids, rare ooids and intraclasts. Abundant benthic foraminifera 
including Pfenderina sp. commonly associated with Nautiloculina sp., Redmondoides sp., 
and Globivalvulina sp. were found in the bottommost part. The D4 Unit is limestone rich 
in peloids, ooids, mollusks fragments interbedded with peloidal mud to wackestone. The 
Middle Dhruma has low preservation of microfauna as reported by Manivit et al. (1985). 
However, Trocholina sp.1 was reported as an abundant benthic foraminifera in the central 
and south of the Darma’ quadrangle (Manivit et al., 1985). 
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Atash and Hisyan Members of the Upper Dhruma Formation reaches 86 meters thick at 
Khashm adh Dhibi and are composed mainly of limestone interbedded with shale 
(Steineke et al., 1958). Although only a few ammonites have been found within the Atash 
Member, some foraminifera (i.e., Nautiloculina oolithica, Trocholina gr. elongata, 
Steinekenella crusei, Praekurnubia crusei, Pfenderina gracilis, Trocholina sp.) are 
present in the north and south of the Darma’ quadrangle (Manivit et al., 1985). In 
contrast, Hisyan Member has various ammonites at different levels and abundances of 
Nautiloculina oolithica and Trocholina gr. elongata (Manivit et al., 1985). Lately, Atash 
and Hisyan Members (D7 Unit) of the Upper Dhruma are considered as members of the 
Tuwaiq Mountain Formation due to genetic relationship between mud-dominated 





Figure 2.4. Lithostratigraphy of the Dhruma Formation in the outcrop belt of central Saudi 
Arabia. The 448-m gradually passed from sandy limestone of Balum Member to clayey limestone 
of Hisyan Member (adapted from Vaslet et al., 1983). 
Steineke et al. (1958) established a stratigraphic sequence along the Arabian Plate during 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic. Based on a sequence stratigraphic study of global eustatic sea-
level, Le Nindre (1990) and Manivit (1985) also developed sequence stratigraphy 
framework of the Jurassic sequence in Saudi Arabia. A recent study by Al-Husseini 
(1997) revised the sequence stratigraphic framework and correlated the sequences along 
Arabian Platform. The foundation of the sequence stratigraphic framework of the Arabian 
Plate was developed by Sharland et al. (2001) in both outcrop and subsurface studies. The 
author redefined its type section with respect to sequence stratigraphic surfaces (i.e., 
sequence boundaries and maximum flooding surfaces). 
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Enay (2009) found a discontinuity (hiatus) between D5 and D6 Units of Dhruma 
Formation due to relative sea-level fall and later proposed the Wadi Ad Dawasir “delta” 
as a new member of the Dhruma Formation. Al-Husseini (2009) defined Dhruma 
Formation as three distinct third-order chrono-sequences, from older to younger: The 
Lower Dhruma Sequence A consists of the Balum (D1 Unit and lower part of D2 Unit) 
and Dhibi Limestone (upper part of D2 Unit) sequences with MFS J20 marked on the top 
of Balum Member, Dhruma Sequence-B is comprised of the Uwaynid (D3 Unit), the 
Barrah (D4 Unit), the Mishraq (D5 Unit), and the Wadi Ad Dawasir ”delta” Members. 
The MFS J30 is present at the lowermost portion of the Mishraq Member and is 
represented by planktonic foraminifera of Globuligerina sp., and Conoglobigerina sp. 
(Kaminski et al., 2018). Dhruma Sequence-A consists of the informal D6 Unit, Atash. 
The Mishan Member of the D7 Unit contains the MFS J40 on the top of the Mishan.     
The earliest biostratigraphic research on the Jurassic sequence in the Middle East was 
based on micropaleontological data using ammonites (Arkell et al., 1952), gastropods 
(Fischer et al., 2001), calcareous algae (Hughes et al., 2009).  On the basis of fossil 
assemblages, the Dhruma Formation was dated to Early Bajocian-Middle Callovian age 
(Arkell et al., 1952; Hughes, 2004). The microfauna is not only useful for predicting its 
age, but also leads to the depositional environment in which they had lived. For instance, 
gastropods, Kurnubia sp., Trocholina spp., and Nautiloculina oolithica were deposited on 
a lagoon environment whereas Lenticulina sp. and sponge spicules were mostly found in 
the basinal areas as shown in Figure 2.5. Al-Dhubaib (2010) established the depositional 
environments of the Jurassic formations using both surface (outcrop) and subsurface data. 
The distribution of biofacies of outcrop (along Mekkah-Riyadh highway) can be traced to 
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the subsurface well (i.e., Khurais Complex, including Fadhili and Berri fields) and 
regional correlation across the Gulf countries can be developed. The author interpreted 
seven biofacies that have been deposited in an environment varying from lagoon to open 
marine setting. The deep to shallow lagoon is associated with Redmondoides lugeoni, 
Siphovalvulina sp.1, Kurnubia palastinienses and Thaumatoporella parvovesiculifera 
calcareous algae. Adjacent to this, shoal complex is composed mainly of milliloid 
foraminifera, calcareous algae of Salpingoporella annulate and the branched 
stromatoporoid Cladocoropsis mirabilis. The open marine is characterized by abundant 
Lenticulina sp., Nodosaria sp., the pelagic bivalve Bositra buchi and sponge spicules. 
The interpretation of these biofacies is consistent with the proposed model by Hughes 
(2004). Recently, Malik (2016) studied the muddy interval of the D4-D5 Units of the 
Dhruma Formation to establish and refine sequence stratigraphy based on micro-
paleontological data. 
 
Figure 2.5. A diagrammatic cartoon showing a distribution of some bioclasts during the Middle to 
Late Jurassic. These biocomponents are a good indicator of depositional environment as they 
deposited and lived in-situ (Hughes, 2004). 
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2.5 Carbonate Ramp Microfacies 
Carbonate ramp is an alternative model of carbonate platform. The term ramp is briefly 
defined as a sloping surface connecting continent and ocean without any pronounced 
break in slope that firstly introduced by Ahr (1967) (Figure 2.6a; Ahr, 1967). The author 
presented a new model of carbonate platform because shelf-slope break of carbonate 
platform is as far as 100 fathoms (~182.88 meters) as defined by Mill (1988). However, 
the shelf-slope break of a carbonate ramp can reach ten up to hundred kilometers 
(Wilson, 1974, 1975; James and Jones, 2015). Another factor in which the ramp may 
somewhat demonstrate diverse characteristic than that of rimmed shelves is the continuity 
of reef trends acting as a barrier, whereas in the case of carbonate ramp the reef is 
typically discrete and separate (Ahr, 1967; Read, 1982). 
As mentioned by Read (1982), a carbonate ramp can be further subdivided based on 
slope break in the outer ramp as distally steepened and homoclinal ramps. The first refers 
to a shelf break (few to tens kilometers seaward) with slumps and turbidites deposits 
along the steepened slope (Figure 2.6c). On the other hand, the latter demonstrates 
relatively stable slopes without a shelf break, lack of gravity flows and slumps deposits 
(Figure 2.6b). 
Burchette and Wright (1992) established a deep review on carbonate ramp and further 
subdivided it into several zones into inner-, mid-, and outer-ramp and concluded that it 
mostly occurs in passive margin, foreland basin, and cratonic-interior basin where the 
tectonic activity and the slope gradient are less.  
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Microfacies study that has been established by Wilson (1975) and Flugel (1979), and 
later revised by Flugel (2010), found the importance of micro-scale analysis integrating 
paleontological, sedimentological and geochemical approaches to examine carbonate 
rocks. 
Wilson (1975) developed a standard for assessing a carbonate platform on the basis of the 
pattern recognition in the shelf-margin over textural and microfacies analysis (for further 
explanation of the classification, see Figure 2.7). The subject of the classification is the 
shelf-margin in both ramp and shelf settings including lime-mud accumulations on the 
slope of shelf-margin, reef setting on carbonate ramps, reef on carbonate buildup. To 
reach the maximum production and accumulation, reef of carbonate ramp must be 
restricted from terrigenous clastic influx and remain in the photic zone represented in the 
middle-ramp, thus the nearshore and the basin are the zone of minimum carbonate 
production. The author also presented several factors for assessing the water depth using 
various zone limits of algae. Stromatolites and calcareous algae are frequent in intertidal 
with a depth range of 10-15 ft and high salinity can be attributed to the most suitable 
living environment of dasycladaceae green algae. The occurrences of red algae vary from 
shallow subtidal to a depth of 800 ft. in warm water setting (tropic, normal marine water), 
while abundant lime mud in reef setting suggests below wave base environment. 
El-Sorogy et al. (2017) examined the microfacies, depositional environment, and 
diagenetic processes of Dhruma Formation at Khashm adh Dhibi, Riyadh, central Saudi 
Arabia. They described and identified nine microfacies which range from deep shelf to 
organic buildup on platform margins. 
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Schlaich and Aigner (2017) conducted a study on Dhruma Formation in Oman 
integrating both outcrops at Jabal Madar, northern slope of Oman Mountain and also 
subsurface wells to establish its microfacies.  The study described 12 lithofacies within 3 
zones including low-energy in both distal and proximal also high-energy in between.  
These microfacies were further grouped into four lithofacies association and were 
ascribed to peritidal and lagoonal of low-energy zone, moderate-energy zone, and high-
energy zone. The first lithofacies association is composed mainly of carbonate with 
micritic texture ranging from mudrocks, stromatolite and microbial laminites of relatively 
low-moderate energy, to high energy cross-bedded wacke-packstones with some scour 
fills present. The low-energy lagoon is predominantly of dolomitic limestone (mudstone) 
with abundant bioturbation of Thalassinoides indicating a marine environment. The 
bioturbation is often filled by echinoderms, bivalves, gastropods, peloids, and coated 
grains. Lagoon to shoal-margin of the moderate-energy zone is characterized by wacke-
packstone containing bivalves, broken shells, some gastropods and brachiopods, peloids 
and few oncoids. The latter, high-energy zone, is composed of low-angle cross-bedding 



































































































































































































































The research aims mainly at examining the carbonate microfacies of the Dhruma 
Formation. There are essential criteria in microfacies that can be diagnosed in micro-
scale. However, outcrop and sedimentological study are key to enhance the 
understanding of facies associations in this area. Complementary sample collection 
during fieldwork and sample analyses using a stereo microscope, and scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) are the two primary methods that are relevant to examine carbonate 
microfacies (Flugel, 2010). The integration of these techniques is presented in a 
workflow in Figure 3.1. 
3.1 Field Work 
Field investigation began with a reconnaissance fieldwork to select suitable outcrops 
which represent the studied members. The outcrops selection was based on several 
factors, such as the accessibility to the location and the vertical-lateral continuity of each 
member in the study area. During fieldwork, detailed sedimentological description of 
each bed was performed and samples were collected from each representative bed to 
obtain high-resolution stratigraphic sequence. The samples were collected for every bed 
in the designated outcrops. For example, a bed of approximately 1 meters, the samples 
were taken from 3 distinctive parts of the bed (lower, middle and upper parts of the bed). 
The variation in sedimentary structures, grain size, color, and other key features were also 




analysis is essential to recognize vertical and lateral variations in the studied area, and 
thus to construct the stratigraphic log of the measured sections. 
The first outcrop (the Wadi outcrop section) attains a thickness of 33.56 meters in which 
over 50 samples had collected. The road-cut outcrop (Section 2) above the Wadi outcrop 
(Section 1), which likely represents the lower part of the D4 Unit, has a thickness of 7.43 
meters and nearly 20 samples were collected. A 24.87-m thick outcrop (Section 3) 
located about 5 km from the first outcrop was also logged and sampled. A total of 41 
samples were collected from this section. 
3.2 Laboratory Work 
Different techniques were employed to describe and understand the characteristic of the 
samples. A total of 110 carbonate samples from both localities were collected. All 
measurements have been prepared and measured in King Fahd University of Petroleum 
and Minerals. 
All samples were slabbed, etched with 10% hydrochloric acid and described using an 
Olympus stereomicroscope model SZX7 (Figure 3.2a) at Center of Integrative Petroleum 
Research (CIPR) in King Fahd University of Petroleum and Minerals (KFUPM). This 
was used to identify the geological features such as grain types, sedimentary structure, 
and textures. 
One-cubic centimeter chip of each of some selected samples was coated with a thin layer 
of gold to enhance conductivity and scanned using a JEOL 5900 LV-Oxford X-MaxN 




micro-scale mineralogical composition, cement, micropore (less than 4 microns) and any 
inherent micro structures.  
Small veneer trims of bulk samples and/ or trimmed plug ends were impregnated with 
blue epoxy and then polished for preparing the thin section. Half part of each thin section 
was stained with Alizarin Red-S to distinguish various minerals composition of the 
sample (stained calcite showed red to pink color while dolomite remains unstained, 
Dickson, 1965). The preparation and analysis of the thin sections were carried out at 
CIPR in thin section sample preparation laboratory. Visual estimation of the quantitative 
abundances of mineralogy, constituents, pore and cement types were performed using 
polarized Olympus microscope model BX51 with an attached Olympus DP71 camera to 
capture the photomicrographs of the samples (Figure 3.2b). A modified Dunham (1962) 
carbonate rocks classification scheme was used to define the microfacies. Pore types 
classification by Choquette and Pray (1970) has been used to describe the pore types 
under the thin sections. The detailed explanation about these two will be discussed further 
in the subsequent chapters. 
Approximately 3 to 5 grams of powdered bulk samples were prepared and analyzed to 
obtain bulk mineralogical phases in each sample using a Rigaku Ultima IV X-Ray 
Diffractometer at Center of Engineering Research-KFUPM (Figure 3.2c). The 
diffractometer was operated at 2θ from 2° to 70° to determine the crystallinity of a 
compound. This analysis focused on identifying major carbonate minerals, such as 
calcite, aragonite, and dolomite. All peak positions were processed using the database in 




Porosity and permeability a part of routine core analysis, are essential measurements for 
understanding the reservoir quality of a sample. One-inch core plugs had been prepared 
for 60 samples at CIPR-RI, KFUPM. The criteria to select the samples were mainly based 
on two factors including rigidity of sample and sample size. Most core plugs were taken 
in the vertical direction, though few samples were plugged in both directions. The AP-
608 Automated Permeameter-Porosimeter by Coretest Systems was operated at confining 
pressure using helium gas to test the samples (Figure 3.2d). After 10 to 20 minutes of 
measurement time, the AP-608 automatically generated both porosity and permeability 
values at 500psi confining pressure. 
3.3 Microfacies Analysis 
Microfacies analysis is based on detailed petrographic description of the samples under 
both hand specimens and thin-section. One of the quantitative methods which are widely 
used for accessing the microfacies is grain counting. To address the quantitative 
microfacies analysis, the visual estimation chart developed by Terry and Chilingar (1955) 
has been utilized to estimate the percentage of grains, matrix, cement, and visual pores in 
the samples. The naming scheme of each microfacies has been achieved by determining 
texture and adding the most abundant allochems as modifiers. Where present, 
sedimentary structures were added to significantly improve the value of naming of the 
microfacies. An accurate description and analysis of the microfacies through quantitative 
approach is necessary for developing its depositional environment. 
The most widely used classification scheme for carbonate rocks is the Dunham 




specimen and thin section. The scheme was mainly based on the texture and supporting 
fabric which considers depositional energy (Dunham, 1962). The mud-supported facies 
or mudstone is defined as a facies which has abundant micrite (any allochems with a size 
between a range of >30 µm—2 mm). If mud concentration is more than 85% and less 
than 15% of large grains (>2 mm), can be referred to as wackestone. On the other hand, 
packstone is a grain-supported texture containing <15% mud (any particle with the size 
of 4—30 µm) and 10% of large grains (>2 mm) (Dunham, 1962). Another grain-
supported facies known as grainstone is described as a facies with abundant grains and 
lack of micrite. In addition, if the original fabric cannot be determined and has been 
obliterated by replacement or recrystallization, then the termed of crystalline limestone or 
dolomitic limestone (predominantly of dolomite rhombs) will be applied. For further 
explanation of this classification, refer to Figure 3.3. 
Furthermore, a classification by Choquette and Pray (1970) is used for describing the 
carbonate pore type. The classification is based on the pore space between or within 
grains, crystal and other physical structures of the rock (i.e., grain dissolution) as depicted 
in Figure 3.4. This classification has been useful for porosity evolution studies and to 
some extents, important for exploration (Lonoy, 2006). Generally, porosity of the 













































































































Figure 3.2. a & b. Stereo binocular (model : Olympus SZX7) and polarized (model : Olympus 
BX51) microscopes, c. X-Ray Diffractometer model Rigaku Ultima IV, d. Coretest System 
Automated Permeater-Porosimeter (APP) type AP-608. 
Figure 3.2. a & b. Stereo 
binocular (model : Olympus 
SZX7) and polarized 
(model : Olympus BX51) 
microscopes, c. X-Ray 
Diffractometer model 
Rigaku Ultima IV, d. 
Coretest System Automated 
Permeater-Porosimeter 













































































































































The results including field description, petrographic analysis, and porosity-permeability 
measurements of Dhruma Formation investigated in the study area, are presented in three 
distinctive sub-chapters. In the field description sub-chapter explained any 
sedimentological feature captured during fieldwork. While petrographic analysis and 
porosity-permeability measurement were performed in the laboratory which covered the 
frequency analysis of microfacies data and revealed in which microfacies the porosity-
permeability values are well-developed. 
4.1 Field Description 
The studied outcrops are positioned in Darma’ Quadrangle, around 60 kilometers 
southwest of Riyadh city which is located between 24°00’—25°00’ N, and 45°00’—
46°30’ E (Figure 1.3).  The outcrops show good exposures of the D2 to D4 Units of the 
Dhruma in this study area. 
The first section (Wadi section) represents the uppermost part of D2 Unit and lower to 
middle parts of Jufayr Member (D3 Unit). This section starts with a resistive, massive, 
indurated limestone bed of benthic foraminifera-rich facies which likely represents the 
uppermost D2 Unit, followed by a series of shallowing upward sequences, and capped by 
a thick accumulation of grainy facies represented by either peloidal or oolitic grainstones 
of the D3 Unit. The dominant the non-skeletal grains in the outcrop are peloids and ooids. 




brachiopod are quite abundant. Numerous bioturbation in the forms and shapes of 
burrows are present from bottom to top of the section. 
The roadcut outcrop (Section 2) which lies above section 1, which likely represents the 
lower part of the D4 Unit, commences with a massive, greyish yellow wackestone with 
few fragments of bivalves and local occurrences of stylolite. This is overlain by thickly 
interbedded skeletal rich-packstone and oolitic grainstone in the middle part and is 
capped by grain-dominated facies and thickly bedded packstone to grainstone facies at 
the top. Dolomitization occurs in basal part of the outcrop (Figure 4.1).  
An outcrop section (Section 3) which represents the middle to upper parts of the D4 Unit, 
was measured along a cliff near a gas station in Hafirat Nisah district. This outcrop 
section is highly burrowed (Figure 4.2) and contains trace fossils identified as 
Thalassinoides (Figure 4.3). It is characterized by a series of interbedded grain-
dominated facies (packstone to grainstone) and wackestone facies, overlain by a thickly 
interbedded mudstone to wackestone facies. The transition between these facies is 
marked by thin marl beds. 
Complete stratigraphic sections of all the studied outcrops are presented in Figure 4.4, 
4.5, 4.6, respectively. Figure 4.4 shows that the D3 Unit commenced with limestone 
which is rich in mollusk, bivalve fragments and abundant benthic foraminifera especially 
at the base of section 1. Figure 4.5 illustrates the bottommost of D4 Unit. Figure 4.6 is a 





Figure 4.1. a. The boundary (red dash line) between undolomitized and dolomitized, b. hand 
specimen sample presenting burrow-mottled structure (red dash line). 
 
Figure 4.2. a. The D4 Unit showing burrows with the diameter of around 1 to 2 cm in average that 
has been significantly developed throughout the section especially in the topmost (b) and 





Figure 4.3. a. Thalassinoides trace fossils have been commonly found in the second section (red 
rectangles spot their location), b. Tunnel-shaped Thalassinoides exhibiting a diameter of around 2 
to 3 centimeters, (c) A cartoon showing the shape of Jurassic Thalassinoides (modified after 
Seilacher, 2007). 
 





Figure 4.4. Stratigraphic column of section 1 which represents D3 Unit. For the explanation of the 









































































































Figure 4.5. Stratigraphic column of section 2 which represents lowermost D4 Unit. For the 


























































































Figure 4.6. Stratigraphic column of section 3 which represents upper part of D4 Unit. For the 








































































































4.2 Quantitative Microfacies Analysis 
Each microfacies have been described and interpreted according to the data collected 
from field and petrographic examinations. Summaries of the characteristics of all the 
microfacies are presented in Tables 1 and 2. The percentages of all microfacies are 
depicted in Figure 4.7. The identified microfacies and their association are listed below 
and described in the subsections that follow: 
1. MF 1: Peloidal Skeletal Wackestone 
2. MF 2: Skeletal Peloidal Packstone  
3. MF 3: Skeletal Oolitic Packstone  
4. MF 4: Peloidal Grainstone  
5. MF 5: Oolitic Grainstone 
6. MF 6: Skeletal Floatstone 
7. MF 7: Burrowed Wackestone 





 Summary of the quantification of interpreted microfacies along with their reservoir potential 



































































MF 1: Peloidal Skeletal 
Wackestone  
20 19 92.75 2.20 - 4.83 0.0382 
MF 2: Skeletal Peloidal 
Packstone 
23 26 98.75 1.25 - 6.60 0.0271 
MF 3: Skeletal Oolitic 
Packstone 
13 12 97.46 2.31 0.23 12.26 0.0330 
MF 4: Peloidal Grainstone 12 11 95.75 4.25 - 10.23 0.1428 
MF 5: Oolitic Grainstone 3 2.8 100 - - - - 
MF 6: Skeletal Floatstone  1 1 98 - - - - 
MF 7: Burrowed Wackestone  25 23 93.44 6.48 - 11.0 0.3593 
MF 8: Mudstone  23 26 98.75 1.25 - 6.69 0.0005 












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2.1 MF 1: Peloidal Skeletal Wackestone 
This beige to dark brown colored peloidal skeletal wackestone has an average thickness 
of 1 meter in appearance (Figure 4.8a). In the field, this microfacies occurred mostly in 
Section 1, few meters in Section 3, and mostly associated with skeletal peloid packstone. 
The rock fabric is wackestone with the concentration of calcite lime mud around 75% on 
the average. It is characterized by a high diversity of skeletal grains such as echinoderms 
and gastropods (av. 5%; Figure 4.7), bivalves (av. 2%), brachiopods (av. 1%), relative 
abundance of benthic foraminifera (av. 3%) species Pfenderina sp. commonly associated 
with Nautiloculina sp. Redmondoides sp., and Globivalvulina sp. (Figure 4.8c and d). 
Monoxon and triaxon spicules are common in thin section (less than 5%). Dasyclad green 
algae fragments are found locally (Figure 4.8b). The non-skeletal grains are dominated by 
peloids (over 4%), followed by ooids (av. 2%) which are commonly observed as a single 
























































































































































































































4.2.2 MF 2: Skeletal Peloidal Packstone 
This microfacies is yellowish to brownish in color (Figure 4.9a) and has an average 
thickness of 1 meter. Peloid is the most dominant grain type in the facies (av. 30%; 
Figure 4.7). It is also noticeable that the facies, is commonly interbedded with peloidal 
skeletal wackestone and often capped by peloidal or oolitic grainstone, especially in the 
middle to upper parts of section 1. This microfacies occurred mostly in Section 1 (48%; 
Figure 4.18) and only within a few meters in Section 3. The matrix is predominantly of 
carbonate mud (micrite) (av. 21%; Figure 4.9b). Skeletal grains including bivalves (av. 
5%; Figure 4.7), brachiopods, gastropods, and echinoderms (av. 2%) benthic foraminifera 
of Trocholina spp. (av. 1%; Figure 4.9c and d) account for 25—30% of the total grain 
components in the facies. Other non-skeletal grains which are mostly dominated by 
coated grains and micritized grain of the skeletal fragment are minor. The visual porosity 
is estimated to be less than 7%. The porosity types are mainly intraparticle, moldic and 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































4.2.3 MF 3: Skeletal Oolitic Packstone 
Skeletal oolitic packstone is characteristically grain-rich and pale yellowish orange to 
grayish orange in appearance (Figure 4.10a). The facies with thickness ranging from 1 to 
1.75 meters, is relatively thick. The microfacies appeared mostly in Section 3 and is often 
associated with the burrowed wackestone facies. The most abundant constituents are non-
skeletal grains represented largely by concentric ooids (av. 25%; Figure 4.7), followed by 
coated grain (av. 10—15%), grapestones (av. 6%) and intraclasts (av. 5%) (Figure 4.10b). 
Concentric-fabric ooids mostly exhibit a size range of 600-700 microns (Figure 4.10c). 
The skeletal grains are largely dominated by mollusks (av. 20—25%), brachiopod (av. 
10%), and benthic foraminifera of Nautiloculina sp. (av. 1%) (Figure 4.10d). Lime mud 
is also presented as matrix (av. 30%; Figure 4.7). The facies is comprised of nearly 5% of 
calcite cement and around 4% interparticle porosity on the average. Diagenetic features 
recorded in this facies are authigenic anhydrite and ferroan calcite cements, partial 



































































































































































































































































4.2.4 MF 4: Peloidal Grainstone 
Peloidal grainstone is a yellowish to brownish, 50—75 cm thick interval (Figure 4.11a). It 
commonly occurs in the three investigated sections and acts as a cap of shallowing 
upward sequence. The facies which is generally associated with skeletal peloidal 
packstone, is characterized by the abundance of peloids with an average of 35% (Figure 
4.7) as the major non-skeletal grains. Peloids are fine grained, moderately to well sorted 
with an average size of 70—100 microns (Figure 4.11b-d). Other non-skeletal grains are 
partially micritized concentric ooids (over 5%), micritized grain of mollusk fragments 
(more than 2%), and intraclasts (around 2%). Gastropod and brachiopod fragments (av. 
3%; Figure 4.7) found scattered in the thin sections, constitute more than 15% of the total 
grains. Visual porosity is low (av. 5%; Figure 4.7). The porosity types mainly occur as 
moldic (around 70% of the visual porosity), followed by intragranular by an average of 
20%, and fracture by an average of 10%. Equant calcite cement (av. 3%) commonly 
occludes pores in the microfacies. Micritization and hematite cement are observed under 
plain light microscopy. Besides, dolomitization and later calcitization are considered as 











































































































































































































4.2.5 MF 5: Oolitic Grainstone 
This microfacies is characterized by yellowish to brownish in color, with about 35-
centimeter thick bed (Figure 4.12a). In the field, this microfacies occurred only in Section 
1 and was interchangeable with peloidal grainstone as a cap of shallowing upward 
sequence. The major allochems which accounts for 35 to 40% of total constituents is 
well-sorted ovoid-shaped ooids with mostly radial fabric structures. It ranges from 300—
500 µm in size with an average of 400 µm (Figure 4.12b and c). Peloids (av. 6%; Figure 
4.7), grapestones (av. 5%) and intraclasts (av. 3%) are commonly present within this 
microfacies. Benthic foraminifera (i.e., Nautiloculina sp., and Trocholina spp.) are 
commonly observed in the nuclei of ooids and intraclasts. Minor quantity of lime mud 
matrix is up to 3%. Equally-spaced ooids are cemented by equant calcite cement (av. 
3%). In addition to that, fracture-filled calcite is also observed under light microscope 















































































































































































































































































































































4.2.6 MF 6: Skeletal Floatstone  
This microfacies is yellowish to brownish and has a thickness of 2—3 centimeters (Figure 
4.13a). The microfacies is occurred only in Section 3 and is typified by poorly-sorted 
grains and scour base. Abundant echinoderms (av. 15%; Figure 4.7), followed by 
brachiopods (av. 15%), and bivalves (av. 10%) fragments are the characteristics of this 
microfacies. These skeletal grains made up to 90% of the total grains in the microfacies. 
Non-skeletal grains dominated by peloids (less than 15% of the total grains). The matrix 
is made up of carbonate mud (micrite) (Figure 4.13b—d). The visual porosity (less than 
3%) difficult to identify under plain light microscope. However, intraparticle and moldic 
pores have been found either in a partially or completely dissolved grains. Calcite is the 


































































































































































































































































































































































4.2.7 MF 7: Burrowed Wackestone 
This microfacies forms typically thin massive beds that are generally 50—60 centimeters 
in thickness (Figure 4.14a). The texture varies from wackestone to mudstone. The distinct 
feature in this microfacies is the presence of burrows filled by ooids (Figure 4.14b). In 
the outcrop, this microfacies is found mostly in Section 3 and is often associated with 
peloidal grainstone and mudstone. Ooids fabric is generally cortical and often micritized 
(Figure 4.13c). Tangential lamellae of ooids occur and can be observed under the 
microscope. Cladocoropsis fragments are present in a few samples (Figure 4.14d). 
Skeletal fragments are also present in the form of bivalves, brachiopods, and 
foraminifera. Monaxon spicules are observed in several beds (Figure 4.14d). The porosity 
encountered in thin section is rather low, around 4—8%. Leached-dolomite through 
calcitization is also present. Stratigraphically, this facies is commonly associated with 














































































































































































































































































4.2.8 MF 8: Mudstone 
The mudstone is characterized by homogeneous, a pale to greyish yellow color sediments 
(Figure 4.15a). The thickness of this microfacies varies from 40 centimeters to 2 meters, 
and it occurred only in Section 3. Micrite matrix dominates this microfacies (mud-
supported, > 95% matrix; Figure 4.7). Allochems are rarely present, however, a minor 
quantity of gastropod and bivalve fragments with a percentage of less than 3% are found 
embedded in the matrix (lime mud) (Figure 4.15b-d). Fractures filled by calcite are also 
presented in both hand-specimen and thin sections. Thin sections frequently show low 
porosity (< 3%). Moldic pore may be locally present, and micropore of less than 10 
microns observed in the SEM. Calcite is the dominant mineral (mean: 92%), followed by 
dolomite (av. 7%; Figure 4.7). Diagenetic features including dolomitization exist 







































































































































































































































































4.3 Mineralogical Composition 
A quantitative method of microfacies yielded a visual estimate of mineralogical 
composition through petrographic analysis, then compare its results with XRD analysis 
for validation. The representative of over 80 samples from both sections have been 
analyzed using XRD which was mainly used to compare and identify the carbonate 
minerals such as calcite, aragonite, dolomite and minor quantities of clastic mineral (i.e., 
quartz and kaolinite). As a result, the first section which represents the D2 and D3 Units 
of the Dhruma shows dominantly calcite (91—97% average), dolomite (> 5%) and minor 
amount of clay minerals (< 2%). Silica content which are represented by quartz and 
kaolinite in the D2—D3 Units is rather low (< 2%). Another section which represents the 
D4 Unit indicates increasing dolomite content in the upper part (~8% average) with a 
slight decline of calcite (90% average). Dolomitization in the D4 Unit is mostly 
represented by non-fabric preserved dolomite as partially dolomitized micrite matrix and 
complete dolomitization in burrows which are generally concentrated in the lower part of 
section 2 and section 3. A comparison between petrographic and XRD analyses shows 
consistency as depicted in Figure 4.16. Figure 4.17 shows the percentages of the average 
mineralogical composition for each microfacies. Calcite is the dominant mineral, then 
dolomite which is characteristically absent or less than 2% in some microfacies including 





Figure 4.16. Comparison between XRD (left) and petrography (right) result. Calcite is the 
dominant mineral (over 90%), followed by dolomite (less than 10%) and silica minerals (i.e., 
quartz and kaolinite)




































































































































































































































































































4.4 Microfacies Distribution 
Among the eight microfacies, skeletal peloidal packstone and burrowed wackestone 
occur as the most abundant microfacies in the study area (Figure 4.18). Skeletal peloidal 
packstone is mostly found in the D3 Unit of section 1, whereas burrowed wackestone is 
commonly found in the D4 Unit of section 2. The D3 Unit is generally characterized by 
thickly-bedded skeletal peloidal packstone and peloidal skeletal wackestone. In contrast, 
the D4 Unit is characterized by thickly-interbedded peloidal and oolitic grainstone- 
mudstone. 
Peloid is the major non-skeletal grain throughout all the sections. These are commonly 
formed by micritization on ooids or skeletal grains. Another major grain is ooid which 
generally formed either concentric, radial and mixed concentric-radial fabric. Tangential 
ooids characterize burrowed wackestone and skeletal oolitic packstone, while radially-
arranged crystals of ooids are common to abundant in oolitic grainstone. Additionally, 
some microfacies including oolitic grainstone, skeletal oolitic packstone contain 
grapestones and intraclasts made up from ooids and bivalve shells. 
Mollusk fragments including gastropods and bivalves are moderately abundant 
throughout both sections. Benthic foraminifera reach great diversity in the lower part of 
section 1 and display lower diversity up-dip towards the D4 Unit. Echinoderms and 
brachiopods are rarely found in the lower part of section 1, while sponge spicules of 









































































































































































































































































4.5 Biofacies Analysis 
The biofacies analysis of fossils in the study area is based on a semi-quantitative analysis 
of hundreds of thin sections. The interpretation is generally representative due to a 
consistency with the interpreted depositional environments inferred from microfacies 
analysis. Biofacies zones in the study area are classified as 3 distinctive biofacies zones 
including biofacies A, biofacies B, and biofacies C. These groups based on the presence 
of a within these biofacies in association with the which later can provide evidence for 
accessing paleoenvironments. 
Biofacies A contains generally abundant benthic foraminifera including Globivalvulina 
sp., Pfenderina sp., Redmondoides sp., and Nautiloculina sp. (Figure 4.19). These benthic 
foraminifera are commonly associated with gastropod, echinoderm, bivalve, and 
brachiopod fragments. The abundant foraminifera assemblage in low-energy environment 
corresponds to limited non-skeletal grains (i.e., ooids, intraclasts, and grapestones). 
Biofacies B is characterized by the benthic foraminifera Trocholina spp. which is often 
associated with gastropod fragments. This biofacies is commonly encountered in the 
oolitic grainstone facies as whole grain that may be coated by a thin micritic envelope. 
Biofacies C constitutes fragments of Cladocoropsis, monoxon and triaxon sponge 
spicules. These fossils are found in association with gastropod fragments. Sponge 
spicules of monoxon and triaxon are frequently found along with foraminiferal 
assemblages of Pfenderina sp., Nautiloculina sp., Redmondoides sp., Globivalvulina sp. 




abundant fossils in the study area which showed low and high diversity of each faunas as 
indicated by two different lines. 
 
Figure 4.19. Representative fossils of a. Large gastropods, b. Nautiloculina sp. c. Globivalvulina 





Figure 4.20. Paleoenvironment indicator and its relationship with fossil assemblages in the study 
area extracted from this study 
4.6 Porosity and Permeability Distribution 
A total of 69 core plugs from the studied sections have porosity values ranging from 1% 
to 30.2% with an average of 12.5%. Permeability ranges from 0 to 8 mD with an average 
of 0.22 mD. Porosity-permeability plots of all the microfacies are illustrated in Figure 
4.21. There is no trend in the plot and this might have been due to diagenetic processes 
which might have either destroyed or enhanced porosity. All porosity types in the study 
area are presented in Figure 4.22. The low porosity-permeability values correspond to 
mud-supported facies (Figure 4.22a) and the highest porosities are associated with 
skeletal oolitic packstone. Higher porosity is attributed to moldic porosity produced by 
leached ooid grains (Figure 4.22b) and interparticle (Figure 4.22c), while lower porosity 
is caused by abundant lime mud and highly cemented microfacies (Figure 4.22d). 
Another secondary porosity which may improve the porosity is due to leaching of 















4.22e). Additionally, some microfacies have developed fracture pore that can also 
enhance porosity (Figure 4.22f). 
 






























Figure 4.22. a. Micropores (purple arrow) is commonly found in micrite mud, b. Secondary 
porosity point in green arrow (probably moldic pores of ooids) generally found in skeletal ooids 
packstone, c. Intergranular porosity (white arrow) between radial-fabric ooids, d. Destruction of 
porosity by extensive calcite cementation in peloidal grainstone, e. Partial dissolution of fabric-
destructive dolomite concentrated only particularly in burrow (?). Note the location of 
intercrystalline (red arrow) and leached dolomite (yellow arrow) pores, f. Fracture (blue arrow) 







5.1 Depositional Environment 
Interpreting the depositional environment of the studied sections involves the integration 
of all related information from macro- (i.e., sedimentary structure and hand-specimen 
samples) to micro-scale (i.e., grain and fossil components). Few information on 
sedimentary structures including burrows and lamination has been recorded from the 
field work. The information derived from XRD and petrographic analyses showed that 
minor quantities of silica (i.e., quartz and kaolinite) are locally concentrated in section 1 
which represent the mud-supported facies of the D3 Unit. This indicates a low influx of 
detrital sediments during the depositional time of the investigated sequence. 
According to Manivit (1985), the Middle Dhruma Formation in the study area was 
deposited in a subtidal environment. The D3 Unit in the study area starts with a thin bed 
of oolitic limestone. This is consistent with the findings of Manivit (1985) who stated that 
the D3 Unit commenced with limestone rich in ooids at Khashm adh Dhibi. Likewise, the 
D4 Unit in the study area is consistent as defined by Manivit (1985). It is composed 
mainly of abundant non-skeletal grains (i.e., peloids, ooids, grapestones, and intraclasts) 
and less commonly skeletal grains (i.e., mollusks, brachiopod, foraminifera, algae). 
Evidence from sedimentary structure and associated grains in all the microfacies suggests 
deposition within inner to outer ramp as shown below in Figure 5.1 as a 3D model and 





Figure 5.1. Depositional environment of the studied member spanning from lagoon to open 
marine setting (from distal inner ramp to proximal outer ramp). Note that scale is vertically and 
laterally exaggerated. 
 
Figure 5.2. Schematic 2D depositional environment model. 
The lagoonal setting comprises microfacies 1 and 2 as shown in the figure above. 
Peloidal skeletal wackestone and skeletal peloidal packstone contain abundant to 
common foraminifera assemblages. This environment corresponds to biofacies A, which 




Peloidal skeletal wackestone was deposited in a moderate energy because of these factors 
including relatively diverse grain associations (i.e., peloids, mollusk and brachiopod 
fragments) and abundance of lime-mud. Besides, relative abundance of benthic 
foraminiferal species (i.e., Pfenderina sp., Nautiloculina sp. Redmondoides sp., and 
Globivalvulina sp.) and spicule of monoxon and tetraxon types which generally found in 
open marine setting are evidence of open marine environment (Hughes, 2004; Al-
Dhubaib, 2010). Less occurrences of ooids with concentric-fabric which were likely 
transported from high-energy shoal are an indicative of open setting, lagoon environment 
(Strasser, 1986). Another line of evidence is provided by the presence of Thalassinoides 
that mostly occurs in the transition zone between continental and shallow marine 
(Seilacher, 2007). Addditionally, similar case was observed in the Jurassic carbonate of 
Arab Formation in Saudi Arabia that such burrow could be formed in inner to outer ramp 
with the maximum vertical penetration depth from a few tenths of meter to 2.4 m (8 ft) 
(Lindsay et al., 2006). 
Skeletal peloidal packstone composes of abundant equal-sized, fine-peloids and moderate 
faunal diversity suggesting a normal salinity, low to moderate water circulation, restricted 
lagoon setting. This is supported by the idea of the occurrence of Trocholina spp. which 
was commonly found in shallow to deep lagoon environment (Hughes, 2004). In 
addition, the presence of green algae in this microfacies is an indicative of a lagoonal 
environment (Hughes, 2004). 
The shoal complex is dominated by moderate-energy microfacies of peloidal grainstone, 




grainstone and oolitic grainstone are located slightly up-dip than skeletal oolitic 
packstone which may be deposited in back- or fore shoal environment (Figure 5.2).  
Skeletal oolitic packstone composes of abundant concentric-radial ooids and common 
skeletal grains of gastropod and mollusk. This microfacies is interpreted to be deposited 
in a relatively calm, protected shallow marine environment. A line of evidence is 
supported by common cortical-fabric ooids which could be formed in a high-energy wave 
agitation and may suggest shoal complex (Strasser, 1986). Additionally, the presence of 
lagoonal foraminifera belonging to Nautiloculina sp. and gastropods acted as ooid 
nucleus have transported from their origin (shallow to deep lagoon) to this environment 
(Hughes, 2004). 
Peloidal grainstone has a characteristic of abundant well-sorted peloids. This may suggest 
a shallow and moderately agitated environment. The lack of benthic foraminifera is 
another line of evidence to support the prevalence of moderate to high-energy waves at 
the time the facies was deposited. Based on these factors, this microfacies was likely 
deposited in a shoal complex and has close relationship with oolitic grainstone, which is 
also deposited in a similar environmental setting. 
Oolitic grainstone is interpreted to be deposited in a high-energy, wave-agitated shoal 
complex (Tucker and Wright, 1990), up-dip position compared with skeletal oolitic 
packstone and peloidal grainstone. These lines of evidence are supported by the 
occurrence of mixed forms of ooids with relatively abundant radial fabric over other 
types of fabric and the presence of micritized ooids in which large variability of wave-




radial fabric ooids from Arab Formation of Saudi Arabia were interpreted to have been 
deposited on a high energy grain shoal in platform interior (Cantrell, 2006). Additional 
evidence is provided by the presence of benthic foraminifera namely Nautiloculina sp., 
and Trocholina spp. which were frequently found in a relatively calm, shallow marine 
environment and adjacent to shoal complex (Hughes, 2004). Some of which act as the 
nucleus of ooids, and their tests are heavily micritized and dumped along with other 
grains. Those foraminifera may probably be allochthonous fossils from a neighboring 
environment (i.e., lagoon) that have been swept by water agitation to be deposited in this 
environment. 
Additionally, mixed form of ooids with relatively abundant radial-fabric ooids over 
concentric-, concentric-radial fabric and highly preserved lamellae may imply that either 
they were originally stable or were stabilized over time through diagenesis (Strasser, 
1986; Cantrell, 2006). Ancient radial ooids during the Jurassic were originally of calcite 
mineralogy with radially oriented crystal (Cantrell, 2006) and tended to be formed in a 
relatively calm to moderate-energy environment with a different level of salinity  
(Strasser, 1986) compared with modern ooids in the Arabian Gulf that are primarily 
aragonite and form in a high-energy, wave- or tide-dominated environment (Amao and 
Al-Ramadan, 2017). These phenomena are because the period of the Calcite Sea during 
the Jurassic as stated by Sandberg (1983) favored ooids precipitation as calcite, rather 
than as aragonite. 
The open marine setting is mostly dominated by mud-supported facies of burrowed 




marine setting is the skeletal floatstone and interpreted as a derived-skeletal bank deposit. 
This microfacies is interpreted to be a product of storm deposit as evidenced by the 
occurrences of the following features: 1. moderate to poor sorting, disorganized grains of 
echinoid, brachiopod, and bivalve fragments, 2. relatively high mud concentration (over 
30%) may indicate further basinward, 3. a sharp contact (erosional base) with the 
underlying beds (Carozzi, 1988 p. 61; Flugel, 2010). 
Burrowed wackestone is composed of allochthonous ooids with concentric fabric and the 
occurrence of Cladocoropsis fragments that is commonly deposited in a lagoonal 
environment (Hughes, 2004). This microfacies is suggested to be deposited in a proximal 
middle ramp because of storm/ wave agitation. In addition, sparse sponge spicules of 
monoxon which are commonly associated with Cladocoropsis fragments can easily be 
transported by storms and redeposited in the proximal middle ramp (Lindsay et al., 2006). 
Abundant micritic matrix suggests that this facies might have been deposited in a 
moderate to low energy environment (Tucker and Wright, 1990). Based on these factors, 
the interpreted depositional environment is suggested to have been in the basinward part 
of the shoal complex and below the fair-weather wave base (FWWB), above the storm-
wave base (SWB). 
Mudstone is interpreted to be deposited on a middle ramp below the SWB and 
represented the deepest part of the section in the study area. Evidence to support the 
interpretation, are provided by the absence of grains and is often associated with a highly 
burrowed microfacies (burrowed wackestone) (Flugel, 2010). Abundant microcrystalline 




Wright, 1990). An occasional occurrence of brachiopod and mollusk fragments that 
commonly accumulated in a shallower setting is an indicative of allochthonous origin. 
Although this type of microfacies can be deposited in shallower marine settings (i.e., 
open lagoon), the absence of calcareous algae is another line of evidence which may 
suggest low-energy environments below wave base, middle to outer ramp (Flugel, 2010) 
5.2 Comparison to Other Ancient Carbonate Ramp Settings 
The Dhruma Formation in the study area resembles other carbonate ramp settings, for 
example in Oman. Schlaich and Aigner (2017) reported that the Dhruma Formation in 
Oman was deposited on an epeiric carbonate ramp. The authors subdivided the Dhruma 
paleoenvironmental setting into 3 distinctive zones including low-, medium-, and high-
energy zones. Their analysis of the sediments that were deposited in a low to high-energy 
zone, correlates to the lagoon to shoal cycles in the present study (Figure 5.3a). 
Moreover, shallowing upward cycle of open marine to shoal in this study corresponds to 
the low- to high-energy zone of the Dhruma Formation in Oman (Figure 5.3b). 
The lagoonal setting in the study area is represented by a coarsening upward sequence 
with a thickness of 3 meters. This cycle commences with peloidal skeletal wackestone 
and is eventually capped by oolitic grainstone. Comparing these findings with the study 
of Schlaich and Aigner (2017) their interpreted cycle starts with thick massive mudstone 
with common skeletal grains and peloids, then followed by another low-energy 
lithofacies of wacke-packstone with common gastropods, bivalves, brachiopods 




oolitic grainstone. The present study and the study of Schlaich and Aigner reveal 
abundant bioturbation, especially in the low-energy setting. 
A shallowing upward sequence from open marine to shoal in the present study is 
indicated by mudstone, overlain by burrowed wackestone, and finally overlain by 
peloidal grainstone. Likewise, interbedded wackestone and massive pack- to grainstone 
are indicative of low-energy basinward, then this lithology gradually changes to peloidal 
grainstone which represents the high energy zone. The low-energy zone of massive pack- 
to grainstone contains bivalves, brachiopods, gastropods, echinoderms, peloids, and 
ooids. This lithology is comparable to burrowed wackestone which is composed of 
common skeletal grains of bivalves, ooids and peloids and rare gastropods. 
 
Figure 5.3. Comparison of ancient carbonate ramp along the western margin of Paleo-Tethys Sea 
in (a) lagoon to shoal and (b) open marine to shoal setting. 
a. Lagoon to shoal
This study Schlaich and Aigner, 2017




5.3 Petrophysical Properties of the Middle Dhruma  
Over 50 % of the world’s hydrocarbon reservoirs are found in carbonate rocks (Warren, 
2000; Ehrenberg and Nadeau, 2005). Apart from primary porosity (i.e., intra- and 
interparticle, etc.) which is commonly developed during depositional time, most of 
carbonate porosity are developed after deposition (secondary porosity). The studied 
members show how dolomite rhombs can increase porosity when calcitization 
(dedolomitization) process takes place especially in the D4 Unit. Porosity in the mud-
supported microfacies in D3 Unit is moderate to low (less than 15% average) as 
compared to D4 Unit. Therefore, discussion on the petrophysical properties are 
concentrated exclusively on the D4 Unit. 
Figure 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6 show porosity-permeability values of 3 distinctive microfacies 
association including lagoon, shoal complex, and open marine. Lagoonal environment 
shows slightly less porosity-permeability values ranging from 5 to 17 % porosity with 
permeability values of less than 1 mD (Figure 5.4). Other environments such as the shoal 
complex and open marine, on the contrary, are characterized by a wide range of porosity-
permeability values (por: 2-30%) which may suggest high and low reservoir potentialities 
at the same time. Low porosity values in lagoon environment are expected due to 
abundant lime mud. While high porosity values in shoal and open marine environments 
could be attributed to dissolution of ooid (moldic pores) and dolomite rhombs in burrows 





Figure 5.4. Helium porosity-permeability plot of microfacies association of lagoon environment 
(a). Although visual porosity can be seen under thin section (b), porosity enhancement by 
micropores (c). 
 
Figure 5.5. Helium porosity-permeability plot of microfacies association of shoal complex 
environment (a). SEM (b) and thin section (c) photomicrographs provided evidence of the 





Figure 5.6. Helium porosity-permeability plot of microfacies association of open marine 
environment (a). High porosity values (> 17 %) can be attributed to partial dolomitization in 
burrows as shown in slabbed rock (b) and SEM (c). 
The lower D4 Unit as seen in Figure 5.7, is slightly dolomitized in the lower part and 
shows a slight increase in porosity and permeability compared to surrounding beds. 
Likewise, the upper D4 Unit generally contains relatively high porosity and permeability 
values in the lower part as depicted in Figure 5.8. Relatively high porosity (up to 27 %) 
relates to calcitization or dedolomitization process in burrowed wackestone.  
 
Figure 5.7. Vertical variations in the petrophysical characteristics of Lower D4 Unit. See page 41 
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Figure 5.8. Vertical variations in the petrophysical characteristics of Upper D4 Unit. See page 41 
for the explanation of color code. 
Partial dolomitization typically occurs in the D4 Unit especially in burrows (Figure 5.6b 
and c) and be a factor to vertical and lateral heterogeneity in terms of mineral, texture and 
pore-type (Lindsay et al., 2006). One dolomite phase, called non-fabric preserved 
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filled burrows in burrowed wackestone and some are found scattered in the lime mud. 
Such dolomite has lost the original limestone fabric and have been completely 
obliterated. Dolomite in the study area has crystal sizes ranging from 50 to 120 microns 
(fine-size crystals) and crystal shapes of euhedral to subhedral. This dolomite type 
occurrs in the basal to middle parts of D4 Unit and is commonly associated with skeletal 
oolitic packstone in which the presence of anhydrate as a cement is found. The presence 
of evaporite relics provide the source of Ca-rich solution and can suggest the timing for 
calcification reaction (Warren, 2000). In comparison, NFP dolomite in subsurface well of 
Arab Formation is considered as to be of poor reservoir quality with a porosity of over 10 
% and permeability value of less than 1 mD (Lindsay et al., 2006). The reason is that 
there is no dolomite dissolution, instead, dolomite has filled the pores by dolomitization 





CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
6.1 Conclusions 
The Dhruma Formation in the study area presents an important role in investigating 
ancient carbonate ramp in a passive margin. This study investigates vertical stacking 
patterns in the D2, D3 and D4 Units using sedimentological and petrography studies in 
Hafirat Nisah area. 
Sedimentological and petrographic descriptions revealed 8 different microfacies types 
including Peloidal Skeletal Wackestone, Skeletal Oolitic Packstone, Skeletal Peloidal 
Packstone, Peloidal Grainstone, Oolitic Grainstone, Skeletal Floatstone, Burrowed 
Wackestone and Mudstone. These facies were deposited in a shallow marine (peritidal to 
open marine) without pronounced abrupt clastic influx and relatively calm, warm water 
environment. These microfacies were further classified into 3 major setting including 
lagoon (i.e., Skeletal Peloidal Packstone, Peloidal Skeletal Wackestone), shoal complex 
(i.e., Skeletal Oolitic Packstone, Peloidal Grainstone, Oolitic Grainstone), and open 
marine (i.e., Mudstone, Skeletal Floatstone, Burrowed Wackestone). 
Biofacies analysis supports the interpretation of the depositional environments by 
providing fossils and non-skeletal grains relationship. The biofacies in the outcrop 
sections is categorized as 3 major depositional settings, biofacies A correspond to lagoon 
environment, biofacies B characterized the transition zone between lagoon-shoal-open 




Reservoir quality in the studied outcrops can be attributed to limestone with a significant 
dissolved dolomite rhomb in burrowed wackestone and peloidal grainstone microfacies, 
moldic pores of skeletal oolitic packstone microfacies, interparticle and moldic pores of 
oolitic grainstone microfacies. High amount of cementation and the abundance of lime 
mud are considered the reducing factors of the reservoir quality in the identified 
microfacies. 
6.2 Recommendations 
Based on this study, rock physics and property modeling approaches using micro-
Computed Tomography Scan and mercury injection capillary pressure (MICP) can lead 
to a better understanding of vertical and lateral continuity of burrows with respect to 
porosity and permeability. Additionally, diagenetic study is crucial and will be needed to 
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